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The third in Gilbert Hernandez’s line of original hardcovers featuring Love and Rockets’ “Fritz” in her guise
as a Z-movie actress (the first two were Chance in Hell and The Troublemakers) is a trippy thriller that
stars Fritz in no fewer than three roles. A beautiful waitress (Fritz, of course) and her hospital nurse
brother (also Fritz) visit their estranged father, a once successful but now retired writer (amazingly
enough, also Fritz), in order to find out the true reason why their mother committed suicide. When dad’s
health fails, the siblings are then more concerned with the money he might leave them. The story weaves in
and out of reality and hallucination and possibly back in forth in time, and to complicate things further, the
sister is sexually obsessed with a mysterious man throughout the tale ― or is it her brother (at one point
posing as his sister so that he might gain his and her inheritance) that is so hot and bothered by this
mystery stud? And that’s only the tip of the iceberg.
The Troublemakers - Gilbert Hernandez 2009-12-31
Low-life drug dealer Dewey Booth has $200,000 that even-lower-lifes want. BLING! Wes is a rock and roll
loser that only wants to buy a club where nobody can tell him he can't sing or perform. WAILIN'! He's
known Dewey for years, but that isn't enough to get his dough. Wes needs help. Nala is an uber-stacked
bombshell whose pleasure in life is to seduce and then humiliate men dumb enough to fall for her. HUSH
HUSH! For half the dough, she agrees to help Wes get Dewey's ill-gotten goods. Things don't go so well
when a wily grifter from Wes's past shows up to complicate things. GULP! Vincene is another troublemaker
who enjoys wrecking people's plans and wants the Dewey dough, too. In the end, deadly fires ignite, heads
literally roll, eyes are shot out ― and all Wes wants to do is sing in a rock and roll club. The Troublemakers
is the second volume in a series of original graphic novels in which Gilbert Hernandez creates comics
adaptations of movies starring or co-starring Luba's half-sister Rosalba "Fritz" Martinez from Love and
Rockets.
Bayba, the 110 BJ's - Baldazzini 2005
Bayba is one hot number. Just freshly sex-changed, she is ravenous for oral action and sets herself an
unmatched goal: do 110 guys in a row, non-stop! Another gorgeous full color Baldazzini (Casa Howhard)
tongue-in-cheek bit of raunchy fun!
Punished Puzzle - 2019-12-06

Dejah Thoris (Vol. 3) #11 - Dan Abnett 2021-03-24
Only one issue to go on Dan Abnett’s spectacular run on DEJAH THORIS! Secrets of The End Winter will
finally be revealed! By Abnett (Guardians Of The Galaxy) and Sebastian Piriz (Disaster Inc)!
Barbarella #1 - Mike Carey 2017-12-06
Earth's star-crossed daughter is back! When Barbarella wanders into a war zone, the theocratic rulers of
Parosia arrest and imprison her. A prison break is brewing, but now that she knows what the Parosians do
to their own citizens Barbarella decides to make this fight her own...
Leading the Witness - Carsen Taite 2019-10-15
Catherine Landauer spends her days grilling prosecution witnesses in zealous defense of the accused
criminals she represents, but no one knows she was once the victim of a headline-grabbing crime. When the
man who kidnapped her resurfaces, Catherine goes from attorney to witness, reluctant to trust anyone,
especially the alluring prosecutor assigned to the case. Veteran prosecutor Starr Rio has a reputation of
doing whatever it takes to win, even if she has to skirt the edge of the law in the pursuit of justice. Now
she’s working the case of a lifetime, saddled with an uncooperative witness who is sexy as hell and who
thinks she knows more about criminal law than the entire task force assigned to the case. But when Starr
and Catherine give in to desire, their hearts, careers, and even their lives are on the line.
Fever Pitch - Elias Chatzoudis 2012-04-01
Elias Chatzoudis is an artist of boundless talent and imagination whose work hits that very sweet spot
between cartoony and realistic. His pin-up girl illustrations display cheeky charm and sultry passion in
equally abundant portions! This book contains all-new paintings designed to raise eyebrows and room
temperatures!
LOUP~GAROU #2 (English) - La Belle Inutile Editions publications
The Ravaged - Norman Reedus 2022-05-10
New York Times bestseller Los Angeles Times bestseller USA Today bestseller The highly anticipated debut
novel from Norman Reedus, acclaimed star of The Walking Dead “This country wasn’t built on good—only
fought for with good intentions.” Jack’s dying mother told him, “Run and never look back.” He spent his life
amassing wealth, but after losing his family, he has no one to share it with. Alone with his demons and a
backpack, he heads to South America, where people with nothing teach him what matters. After thrashing
his dog-abusing boss, Hunter learns of his father’s death in a mysterious fire. Biker buddies Nugget and
Itch ride with him from North Carolina to California. Stories from his father’s life help ease the struggles of
small-town Americans. Hunter discovers a secret past. Seventeen-year-old Anne flees Tennessee after her
older brother attacks her. She whacks him with a skillet and hops a freight to Alabama with her best friend.
Living hand to mouth, they build friendships, uncovering something they never had: family. The Ravaged is
a fast-paced, up-in-your-face novel of gritty realism, exploring three different personal quests with eerily
parallel outcomes.
Love from the Shadows - Gilbert Hernandez 2011-05-01
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Misadventure - William Edward Norris 1891
Lost Fantasy Hero - Iceman Blue 2015-02-01
As destiny calls upon James, a rough and tough biker, he has to save a magical kingdom where he
encounters a cast of legendary demons, guards, and princesses ... Another fantastic story by Iceman Blue
which is as erotic as it is funny.
Cats Love Water - Peritian 2021-07-31
Spying with Lana - Sean Harrington 2010-03
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